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ABSTRACT 

 
Civil conflicts constitute one of the most significant threats to human security. Understanding when 
belligerents are willing to undertake conflict management efforts is an important first step in better 
understanding how civil conflicts can be dealt with by the international community.  In this paper, I 
examine the occurrence of mediation in low-intensity conflicts.  Drawing on insights from the war 
termination literature, I develop a theoretical argument that links mediation in low-intensity conflicts to 
the evolution of fighting.  I argue that, while the characteristics of a conflict and its belligerents influence 
when mediation happens, how events unfold on the battlefield also influences the occurrence of 
mediation. I test this argument by looking at low-intensity conflicts in Africa during 1997-2004 using 
data on mediation in low-intensity conflicts and battle-level civil conflict events.  The analysis highlights 
the important effect of battlefield outcomes and locations upon the occurrence of mediation in low-
intensity conflicts.  

                                                            
1 An earlier version of this paper was prepared for presentation at the 2011 Annual Meeting of the Midwest Political 
Science Association, Chicago, IL March 30-April 2.  Any comments are greatly appreciated. 
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Civil conflicts constitute one of the most significant threats to human security in the international 

system.  Their tendency to spill across borders, cause civilian displacement, and depress economic 

development deepens the suffering that they produce.  Civil conflicts also create a threat to regional 

security, increasing the risk that they will become internationalized and draw in outside powers.  What 

makes civil conflicts especially dangerous is their general resistance to diplomacy.  While half of all 

modern interstate wars are negotiated, only one-third of all civil wars are negotiated (Zartman, 1995).  

More ominously, civil wars are much less likely to end with a negotiated settlement than interstate wars.  

Instead, civil wars are substantially more likely to end with the total surrender or even completion 

elimination of an opponent than interstate wars (Zartman 1995).     

Despite the grave concerns produced by civil wars, the conflict management response of the 

international community to them has been limited.  Civil wars are less likely to attract mediation, less 

likely to experience repeated mediation efforts by the same mediator, and less likely to attract mediation 

from multiple third parties than interstate conflicts.  The under-mediation of civil wars is especially 

problematic because, particularly in long-running civil wars, it is difficult to overcome the commitment 

problems that plague civil wars and the entrenched hostility that develops between belligerents the longer 

a conflict continues without the assistance of a third party.  Those third parties that do mediate civil 

conflicts do not necessarily mediate conflicts with the greatest need for mediation.  Instead, mediation 

efforts are most likely to take place when the third party offering assistance has a prior linkage to the 

warring sides such as a shared ethnic tie (Greig & Regan, 2008).  In this paper, I examine when mediation 

first takes place in low-intensity conflicts.   

 When mediation happens in a civil conflict, the assistance of the third party can help overcome 

some of the significant impediments to resolving them (Möller et al., 2007).  A mediator can help solve 

the first mover problem of negotiations in these conflicts.  Because both sides fear being the first side to 

make an overture toward settlement by initiating talks, a mediator acting as a go-between among two 

sides can play an important role in overcoming this problem.  Similarly, a mediator can mitigate the 

worries among both rebels and governments that concessions made during talks might be seen as a sign of 
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weakness by the other side.  A mediator can, for example, hold back a concession made by one side 

during shuttle diplomacy until the other side grants concessions on another issue 

A mediator can also help the warring sides locate settlements that might not otherwise be possible 

without third party assistance.  A powerful mediator can bring resources to the table that sweeten a deal 

between two sides, making an otherwise unacceptable deal more palatable.  Third parties can also help 

mitigate fears of cheating, an especially acute problem in civil wars.  To produce these results, a third 

party must first get both warring sides to agree to the mediation effort.  This can be a challenge in civil 

conflicts as governments often chafe at foreign interference into their internal affairs and fear the 

consequences of negotiating with rebels.    

The field has made substantial progress in understanding when civil wars are mediated and when 

they are most likely to end with a negotiated settlement.  Scholars have linked the occurrence of 

mediation in civil wars to the type of conflict, the duration of the conflict, the reputation of the third party, 

and the characteristics of the third party offering mediation (Greig and Regan 2008; Melin and Svensson 

2009; Zartman 1995).  The occurrence and settlement of civil wars has been tied to factors such as the 

belligerents’ estimates of the duration and costs of conflict (Mason, Weingarten, & Fett, 1999; Mason & 

Fett, 1996; Regan, 2002), the biases and characteristics of the third parties that mediate the conflict (Kydd 

2003; I. Svensson 2007b, 2009), the social and demographic characteristics of the civil war state 

(Cunningham, Skrede Gleditsch, and Salehyan 2009; Fearon and Laitin 2003; Fearon 2008; DeRouen and 

Sobek 2004), and the type of conflict being fought (DeRouen & Sobek, 2004; Toft, 2006).  This literature 

has dramatically expanded our understanding of the forces at work in civil wars and the efforts to manage. 

The literature on civil war mediation and settlement, however, has suffered from two important 

limitations.  First, it has tended to, with the exception of conflict duration, focus on relatively static 

factors such as regime type, conflict type, and government and rebel characteristics as determinants of 

which conflicts are mediated and which conflicts produce a negotiated settlement.  While this has yielded 

valuable information, it also raises the question of why civil conflicts that are eventually mediated are not 

mediated sooner.  If the characteristics that encourage mediation exist at the outset of a conflict, why 
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don’t the two sides recognize them and move toward mediation earlier? A better understanding of how 

these static forces work alongside conditions that evolve during a conflict to alter the willingness of two 

sides to accept mediation would provide useful insights into the conflict management process.  

 A second limitation of the civil war mediation literature rests in its focus on established civil wars 

at the exclusion of looking at civil conflicts in their early stages.  This focus is natural as the most long-

running, bloody civil wars are also those that greatest need for mediation.  Yet, because these conflicts are 

likely to be the most entrenched ones, mediation efforts are less likely to be effective in them.  Instead, it 

would be valuable to understand how the civil conflict process might be short-circuited in its earliest 

stages, settling low-intensity conflicts before they develop into the worst civil wars. 

 This paper seeks to take a first step in this direction by looking at how the dynamic forces at work 

during civil conflicts influence the occurrence of mediation in low-intensity conflicts, civil conflicts that 

tend to be in their earliest stages.  The paper builds upon the existing literature by examining how the 

evolution of fighting between the two sides during low-intensity conflicts influences the willingness of 

the warring parties in these conflicts to mediate their conflict.  In the next section, I discuss low-intensity 

conflicts, distinguishing them from full-scale civil wars.  In the third section of the paper, I develop a 

theory that describes how events on the battlefield of low-intensity conflicts coupled with the 

characteristics of the warring parties and the conflict shape the occurrence of mediation.  In the remaining 

sections of the paper, I describe the research design and test the theoretical argument.  

 
Low Intensity Conflicts & Challenges for Conflict Management 
 Low intensity conflicts are conflicts that, while demonstrating organized political violence, fall 

below the higher level of violence normally associated with a civil war.  The UCDP/PRIO Armed 

Conflict Dataset (Gleditsch et al., 2002) separates the two types of conflicts by the number of battle 

deaths each produces.  In order for a conflict to be classified as a civil war, it must produce a minimum of 

1000 battle-deaths per year.  The threshold for a low intensity conflict is significantly smaller; low 

intensity conflicts must produce a minimum of 25 battle-deaths per year.  While the difference in battle-
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deaths provides a clear distinction between the two types of conflicts, it is important to recognize the 

linkage between the two.  Among the 122 low intensity conflicts that occurred between 1993 and 2004, 

22 escalated to full civil wars, including the civil wars in Darfur and the Democratic Republic of the 

Congo (Melander, Moller, and Oberg 2009).  In this respect, understanding how to manage low intensity 

conflicts is important not only for its own sake, but also as a means of preventing full-fledged civil wars 

from breaking out in the first place. 

 The conflict between the government of Sudan and the Sudan Liberation Army (SLA) is a good 

example of how a low-intensity conflict can develop and then morph into a full civil war.  The SLA saw 

its genesis with the famine in Darfur during the late 1980s and the conflict between local Arab and 

African factions that took place in the region from 1987-1989.  During this period, the Sudanese 

government supported the Arabs and took steps to disarm the Africans (Plaut 2006).  In response, militia 

groups began to develop in the Fur and Zagawa.  Out of these militia groups grew the SLA.  In February 

2003, the SLA began launching attacks against the Sudanese government.  By the end of 2003, the 

conflict between the SLA and the government of Sudan had intensified and transitioned to a full civil war.  

The conflict in Darfur has now lasted for several years, involved multiple militia groups, and killed and 

displaced hundreds of thousands of civilians.     

 Successfully managing low intensity conflicts and preventing their escalation to civil wars is 

important because of the generally poor conflict management track record of civil wars.  For most civil 

wars, the contending sides do not even attempt to negotiate with one another (Bapat 2005).  Typically, 

once a conflict escalates to civil war, the conflict only ends with a military victory by one side over the 

other.  In civil wars, two-thirds of all conflicts end with either the surrender or destruction of the opposing 

side (Zartman 1995).  This track record is substantially poorer than that of interstate wars where 

negotiated settlements are far more common. Even when negotiations do happen in civil wars, they are 

less likely to be successful than negotiations in interstate conflicts.   

Efforts to manage civil wars are hamstrung by the unique challenges that civil wars present for 

negotiated settlements.  An important barrier to getting talks off the ground between a government and a 
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rebel group in a civil war is the issue of legitimacy.  Unlike interstate wars where both sides are apt to see 

one another as the legitimate representative of the opposition, this is not the case in civil wars.  Instead, 

governments typically paint rebels as criminals and terrorists and refuse to negotiate with them (Bapat 

2005).  Doing so makes strategic sense for a government facing an insurgency.  Not only do governments 

seek to defeat rebels and impose their own terms over them, but governments recognize the significant 

costs that come with negotiating with a rebel group.  Negotiating with a rebel group affords the group 

equality of status with the government, bolstering the rebel group’s national and international legitimacy 

(Svensson, 2007).  This, in turn, can heighten support for the rebel group, enhancing the ability of the 

rebels to mobilize resources against the government from both their domestic and international 

supporters. In dealing with a rebel group, governments must also keep an eye on their reputations and 

remain cognizant of the precedent that their choices will set for their dealings with other potential 

challengers to the government.  Standing firm against the demands of one rebel group can serve to deter 

other groups from making demands and challenging the government (Walter 2006). 

Fear of legitimatizing a rebel group is not the only barrier to negotiated settlement of civil wars.  

In civil wars, like interstate conflicts, both sides fear being perceived as weak, worrying that a peace 

overture to the other side will make them appear vulnerable (Fearon 1995).  Efforts to negotiate 

settlements to civil wars also tend to suffer from acute commitment problems.  Because the two sides in a 

civil war must live together after the conflict, fear that other side will renege on an agreement is a 

powerful disincentive against negotiation (Walter, 2002).  Indeed, civil wars tend to last longer the more 

likely the two sides seem to violate the terms of a peace agreement (Kirschner 2010).  The combined 

effect of each of these impediments to negotiated settlement of civil wars serves to push governments and 

rebels away from diplomacy to settle their conflict.  Given these challenges, in the next section I develop 

a theoretical argument explaining when mediation first takes place in low-intensity conflicts. 

 
The Onset Mediation in Low-Intensity Conflicts 
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 To understand when parties in a low-intensity conflict turn toward mediation, it is important to 

understand the link between conflict and diplomacy.  A sizeable literature has developed conceptualizing 

interstate war as a bargaining process in which two sides impose costs upon one another to force the other 

side to yield to one another’s demands (see for example, Fearon, 1995; Filson & Werner, 2004; Goemans, 

2000; Powell, 2004; Reiter, 2003; Slantchev, 2004; Wagner, 2000; Werner, 1998).  Here, conflict is 

essentially a bidding process in which battles provide an opportunity for the two sides to exchange 

information regarding their capabilities and commitment while seeking to impose unacceptable costs on 

one another.  Key to this conceptualization is that warring sides will only settle a conflict when they are 

able to locate a jointly acceptable settlement, a point that can only be arrived at when each side agrees on 

their relative strength and can credibly commit to an agreement (Stanley and Sawyer 2009).  Wars result 

because the attacking side underestimates the military capacity and commitment of the defending side, 

thereby causing the attacking side to make demands that are unacceptable to the defending side (Filson 

and Werner 2002).   

This view of war raises the question of why two warring parties are unable to locate a mutually 

acceptable agreement and avoid war in the first place, thereby avoiding the inefficient costs that warfare 

imposes upon both sides.  Because both contending sides are likely to only have incomplete information 

about the capabilities and intentions of the other side, both sides have an incentive to misrepresent them in 

order to obtain more favorable settlement terms (Fearon, 1995).  Plus, the two sides face commitment 

problems such that, even if they could reach a settlement over the issues in dispute, neither side can trust 

that the other will live up to the terms of the agreement (Fearon, 1995; Reiter, 2009).  As a result, because 

neither side can trust information from the other, war becomes an important source of information to both 

parties for overcoming uncertainty and determining the capabilities and commitment of the other side 

(Slantchev, 2004; Powell, 2004; Werner, 2004; Reiter, 2003).  During the course of a war, both sides 

update their information about the other side and their expectations of victory based on the outcomes of 

battles and the offers of negotiation that are made (or not made) (Stanley and Sawyer 2009).  
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 Insights drawn from this literature have also been applied to civil conflicts.  Regan (2002) links 

the choice between settlement and negotiation in civil wars to a cost/benefit analysis between the warring 

sides in which the willingness of each to settle today is shaped by its expectations of the future outcome 

and costs of conflict.  Mason and Fett (1996)  make a similar case, arguing that the sides in a civil war 

continuously evaluate their expected utility between fighting and negotiated settlement.  For settlement to 

occur, both sides must see settlement as a preferable outcome to fighting (Cunningham, Gleditsch, and 

Salehyan, 2009).  Consistent with this logic, Beardsley (2011) argues that mediation becomes more 

appealing when belligerents see themselves faced with painful, continued fighting in the future. In this 

conception of civil wars, neither side is fully informed of the costs of conflict and the likelihood of 

victory at the outset of a civil war.  If they were, they would be able to identify settlement terms that make 

them better off than war. 

 As with interstate wars, both sides in a civil conflict would be better off reaching an agreement 

before expending the costs of fighting (Fearon, 2008).  Yet, just like interstate wars, both governments 

and rebels have incomplete information about the capabilities and commitment of the other side.  Just as 

battles in interstate wars convey information to the belligerents, violence between governments and rebels 

provides a means for the two sides to issue costly signals of their resolve and capabilities (Fearon 2004, 

2008).  Settlement becomes more likely in a civil conflict as the parties’ estimates of their probability of 

victory decline or, more generally, their utility for settlement and costs of conflict both increase (Mason, 

Weingarten, and Fett 1999).  . 

 In this respect, a key issue faced by civil conflicts, even low intensity conflicts in their early 

stages, is identifying under what conditions both sides are most likely to become willing to allow a third 

party to mediate their conflict.  In general, the balance of information between rebels and a government is 

likely to favor the rebels.  A rebel group will often have substantially more information about the 

capabilities of the government that it is challenging than the government will have of it.  The key 

uncertainty a rebel group will face will be over the magnitude of the response to rebel activity that the 

government will direct at the rebels.  A government may adopt a limited response to rebel activity, 
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focusing its efforts on law enforcement activities that seek to prosecute rebel group members that engage 

in violence.  A government may also engage in a much more significant response to the rebels, engaging 

in high levels of repression aimed at both the rebel group as well as the broader population from which 

the rebel group is drawn from and maintains its support.  These alternative responses from the 

government each impose different costs upon the rebels, impacting the benefits of continuing to challenge 

the government.  Faced with an opportunity for mediation, a rebel group under these circumstances 

should have a high willingness to accept such an offer and participate in the talks.  Accepting mediation 

provides a rebel group in a low intensity conflict with a forum through which to air their grievances and, 

by placing them at the same table with the government, confers a sense of legitimacy upon them that is 

valuable.   

The decision faced by a government involved in a low intensity conflict is different from that of 

the rebels.  In the early stages of a low intensity conflict, governments have little to go on in terms of how 

to respond to the demands of a rebel group.  At this early point, governments tend to be uncertain about 

the capabilities, organization, and resolve of a rebel group (Bapat, 2005; Cunningham, Gleditsch, & 

Salehyan, 2009).  Because governments seek to maintain their political and economic resources, they 

should be reluctant to accommodate the demands made by weak rebels that are seen as unlikely to pose a 

real threat to the survival of the government (Buhaug, Gates, and Lujala 2009).  As such, faced with 

demands from a rebel group, a government would have little incentive to negotiate with the rebels.  For a 

government, negotiating with a rebel group both confers legitimacy to the rebel group, which risks 

increasing support for the rebels and may embolden other potential challengers to the government 

(Fearon, 2008; Walter, 2006).  Standing firm against a rebel group can establish a government’s 

reputation for toughness, deterring other potential challengers (Toft, 2003; Walter, 2006).   

 One way for a rebel group to make a government more willing to accept mediation is to 

demonstrate its capabilities on the battlefield.  By defeating government forces, a rebel group can 

demonstrate to a government that it can foster an effective fighting force capable of challenging the 

government and imposing costs upon it.  Rebel victories force the government to update its expectations 
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of the costs that future battles with the rebel group will incur and raise the government’s forecast of the 

probability that the rebel group will prevail on those battles.  In turn, as these costs increase, the utility 

that a government attaches to a mediated settlement should also increase. During the late-1990s , for 

example, widespread attacks on Colombian military installations by the Revolutionary Armed Forces of 

Colombia (FARC) coupled with key rebel victories laid the groundwork for talks between the Colombian 

government and the insurgents (Nasi 2009). Following this logic, the more frequently a rebel group wins 

its battles with the government, the more likely the government should be to accept mediation of the 

conflict. 

 
Hypothesis 1:  As the success rate of a rebel group in battle increases, the likelihood of mediation will 
increase.   
 
 Rebel victories are not the only way to push a government toward mediation in a low-intensity 

conflict.  While governments define success as defeat of a rebel group, for rebels to be successful, they do 

not need to defeat the government (Zartman 1995).  Kissinger (1968) argues that “the guerilla wins if he 

does not lose; the conventional army loses if it does not win”.  Key to this logic is the fact that rebel 

groups tend to start off weaker than the government, hoping to gain strength over time as they mobilize 

support and resources (Cunningham, Gleditsch, & Salehyan, 2009).  A government has few incentives for 

negotiating with a rebel group that is unable to mount a consistent challenge to the government.  If the 

government expects for the threat presented by a rebel group to diminish over time, it can simply wait the 

rebels out, buying time for the government to seek and destroy its members or for the rebel group to 

collapse by itself.  A rebel group able to launch continued attacks on government forces, even those that 

result in a stalemate or the group’s defeat, demonstrates its ability to continue to impose costs upon the 

government.  These conflict costs, in turn, impact a government’s calculations of the relative costs and 

benefits of continuing to fight the rebel group versus pursuing diplomatic solutions to the conflict. 

 The link between the level of FARC military activity and traction toward peace talks with the 

Colombian government is consistent with this logic. Sharp increases in the level of attacks were tied to 
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peace initiatives with both FARC and ELN under both presidents Gaviria and Pastrana. Under Gaviria, 

the number of armed attacks by FARC soared from 612 in 1989 to 1341 in 1991, pushing the government 

toward talks by demonstrating that FARC’s military capacity had evolved from limited, hit-and-run 

attacks to a qualitatively superior military capability able to mount a stronger, more durable challenge to 

the government (Nasi 2009).  

 
Hypothesis 2a: As the duration between battles between rebel group and government decreases, the 
likelihood of mediation will increase.   
 
Hypothesis 2b: As the duration of civil conflict increases, the likelihood of mediation will increase. 
 
 As a means of demonstrating a rebel group’s ability to effectively challenge the government and 

impose costs upon it, the locations where battles occur can be just as important as when they occur.  

Governments tend to be more effective in employing violence closer to their capitals rather than in 

peripheral areas (Cunningham, Gleditsch, & Salehyan, 2009). A key factor determining where battles in 

civil conflicts are fought is the power balance between a state and a rebel group (Buhaug, 2010). Where 

states are relatively more powerful, rebel groups will be forced to launch their attacks on the periphery of 

the state where the power of the government is weaker due to the loss of strength gradient.  As the power 

of a rebel group grows relative to the government, the ability of the rebel group to strike targets closer to 

the capital also increases. 

 Reversing this logic suggests when we should expect to see governments faced with a low-

intensity conflict become more willing to accept mediation.  Not only do frequent battles with a rebel 

group close to the capital signal higher rebel capabilities in general, they also point to higher rebel 

capacity to impose costs upon the government.  Battles in peripheral areas of a state, away from key 

cities, are unlikely to be disruptive to everyday life in the country and will tend to minimize the economic 

and political effects of the battles on the government.  Those that are fought closer to a country’s major 

cities will tend to be substantially more disruptive to a country and force a government to bear more costs 
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from the conflict.  In turn, as these costs mount for a government, their estimate of rebel capabilities and 

their willingness to accept mediation should increase. 

 An important link between where rebel activity occurs and pressure on governments for talks is 

the influence of public pressure for settlement. This linkage was especially strong during the FARC and 

ELN insurgencies in Colombia. Periods of time in which rebel activity was limited and confined to 

peripheral areas saw little public pressure for peace talks in Colombia while those in which rebel violence 

impacted larger portions of the populace created a greater push for dialogue  (Isacson and Rodriquez 

2009). From 1996-98, FARC sharply raised the frequency and scope of its attacks on Colombian cities 

and increased the number of its kidnappings (Isacson and Rodriquez 2009). This heightened insurgent 

activity encouraged the emergence of grassroots religious, student, and business groups that increased the 

pressure on the government for peace. Ultimately, these mass peace efforts resulted in 1999’s “No Mas 

Campaign” which turned out 2.5 million Colombians in marches across the country over a six-month 

period and culminated with peace protests across 180 towns and cities involving 8 million people (Isacson 

and Rodriquez 2009). In this respect, as the costs of conflict grew increasingly palpable for the civilian 

population in Colombia, mass pressure for peace talks grew, resulting in talks between the newly elected 

Pastrana government and FARC.  

  
Hypothesis 3:  As the distance between the battles fought in a low-intensity conflict and a state’s major 
cities decreases, the likelihood of mediation will increase. 
 
 Just as rebels can demonstrate in battle their ability to resist the government and impose costs on 

it, governments can also face other threats that cause them to reconsider the costs and benefits of 

accepting mediation and negotiating with another rebel group.  Some governments can find themselves 

confronting multiple rebel groups at the same time, fighting several low intensity conflicts 

simultaneously.  While a government faced with a threat from only one of these rebel groups might reject 

mediation, expecting to be able to quickly crush the insurgency, a government facing challenges on 

several fronts may see itself as less able to defeat a particular rebel group.  Under these circumstances, the 
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government might choose to initiate talks with some of the insurgent groups, offering concessions to 

more effectively deal with the other rebel groups that are seen as more of a pressing threat to the 

government. 

 
Hypothesis 4: As the threat faced by a government outside of a low-intensity conflict dyad increases, the 
likelihood of mediation will increase. 
 
 Not only do rebel groups fight governments, they also fight one another.  Doing so is likely to 

have an important effect upon the likelihood that mediation will take place.  For example, from 2003-

2004, the CNDD-FDD and Palipehutu-FNL fought a series of battles with one another in Burundi while 

also fighting with the government of Burundi.  In September 2003, a battle between the two groups killed 

10 rebels.  This was followed by another battle in October 2003 in which CNDD-FDD forces invaded 

Bubanza, a town held by Palipehutu-FNL, kidnapping 20 FNL soldiers.  Rebel groups can also face 

challenges from outside powers that intervene in the conflict between the rebels and the government.  In 

Sierra Leone, the Revolutionary United Front of Sierra Leone fought a series of battles with intervening 

forces from both ECOMOG and neighboring Guinea during the late 1990s.  These outside threats to a 

rebel group increase the costs of continuing to fight and, because they force rebels to channel resources 

away from fighting government forces, sap the ability of the rebels to challenge the government.  

Although this may increase the willingness of a rebel group to negotiate a settlement with the 

government, tend to undermine the willingness of a government to engage in talks.  As a government sees 

a rebel opponent threatened and bogged down by fighting with others, its expectations of the ability of the 

rebel group to resist and impose costs upon it should diminish.  This should reduce the likelihood that a 

government will accept mediation of the conflict. 

 
Hypothesis 5:  As the threat faced by a rebel group outside of a low-intensity conflict dyad increases, the 
likelihood of mediation will decrease. 
 
 Beyond the performance on the battlefield, the characteristics of the government and the rebel 

group also influence the willingness of both sides to accept mediation of their conflict.  Cunningham, 
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Gleditsch, & Salehyan (2009), for example, find that as the strength of a rebel group increases relative to 

the government, the likelihood of a civil conflict ending with a formal agreement increases.  Similarly, the 

strength of a rebel group relative to the government impacts the willingness of the government to 

participate in mediation.  While battles are one indicator of rebel strength, they are not the only indicator 

of it.  A rebel group may initially be disorganized in initial engagements with government forces, but the 

degree to which it has steady access to recruits, funding, and external support is just as important of a 

predictor for the government of the future threat of the rebel group.  When the rebel group is seen as 

weak, the government should be less likely to participate in mediation.  As the rebel group grows 

stronger, the expectations of victory by the government should decline, making mediation more attractive 

for the government.  At the same time, as a rebel group grows stronger, it should expect to be able to 

achieve a more attractive terms of settlement if an agreement is reached with the government.   

 
Hypothesis 6: Low intensity conflicts in which the rebel group is strong will be more likely to be 
mediated. 
 
 One means of bolstering the power of a rebel group is for an outside power to provide military 

assistance to them.  A steady infusion of arms to a rebel group from an outside state can be an important 

source of support for rebels, especially in the early stages of a conflict when a rebel group may only have 

a narrow support base within the country.  A rebel group that struggles to find resources will have a 

difficult time maintaining steady pressure on the government, pressure that is necessary for the 

government to grant concessions to the demands of the rebels.  The more starved for resources a rebel 

group is, the more it must devote its energies to locating those resources, channeling away effort that 

could be directed at the government.  A rebel group faced with resource scarcity might, for example, loot 

villages in the areas in which it operates or seek to ransom business owners in order to gain the resources 

that it needs to keep the fight with the government going.  Not only does this take effort away from 

fighting the government, but these activities risk alienating the civilian population against the rebel group, 

potentially creating a vicious circle in which it becomes increasingly difficult for the rebel group to 
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mobilize the resources that it needs.  The assistance of an external power, by strengthening the rebel 

group, can make it more likely for the government to seek compromise with the rebels. 

 
Hypothesis 7: External support of a rebel group in a low intensity conflict increases the likelihood of 
mediation. 
 
Research Design 

To test the theoretical argument described above, I focus the analysis on the onset of mediation in 

low-intensity conflicts.  Low-intensity conflicts are operationalized according to the criteria established 

by the UCDP/PRIO Armed Conflict Dataset (Gleditsch, et al., 2002; Strand, Wilhelmsen, &  Gleditsch, 

2003) with civil conflicts experiencing a minimum of 25 but fewer than 1000 battle-deaths in a year 

classified as “low-intensity conflicts”.  The structure of the analysis is dyadic; a low-intensity conflict 

occurs between exactly one rebel group and one government.  A government can fight several low-

intensity conflicts at the same time.  Because I am most interested in understanding the initial occurrence 

of mediation in low-intensity conflicts, the analysis is comprised of low-intensity conflicts in which the 

two sides have not previously escalated to civil war.  Once a conflict escalates to civil war as defined by 

the UCDP/PRIO Armed Conflict Dataset, the dyad drops from the dataset. 

Because I model the effects of the independent variables on the time until a low-intensity conflict 

is initially mediated, I estimate a duration model. This approach provides a means of dealing with cases 

that are censored, either because they end before being mediated or they transition to full civil wars before 

mediation. Because I expect that low-intensity conflicts will become more likely to be mediated the 

longer that they continue, I estimate a Weibull duration model in order to account for this duration 

dependence.  

I measure the dependent variable, the occurrence of mediation in low-intensity conflicts using the 

Managing Intrastate Low-Intensity Conflict Dataset (MILC) (Melander, Moller, and Oberg 2009) which 

covers the 1993-2004 period.  I use this data to create a dependent variable that identifies when a third 

party is first able to bring a rebel group and a government involved in a low-intensity conflict together for 

face-to-face talks.  This variable is coded as a  “1” in the first month during a low-intensity conflict in 
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which a rebel group and a government allow a third party to mediate direct talks, serve as an arbitrator, or 

provide good offices to the two sides in a conflict and coded a “0” otherwise.  Once a conflict is mediated, 

it falls from the risk set and subsequent conflict-months drop out of the dataset. Mediation occurs in 13 of 

the 29 conflicts in the data set. 

Because I am interested in the impact of battle events between governments and rebels on the 

occurrence of mediation, I rely upon data from the Armed Conflict Location and Event Dataset (ACLED) 

(Raleigh et al., 2010) to provide information on battle dates, locations, participants, and outcomes.  This 

data set is a rich source of information on the characteristics and locations of battles in civil conflicts that 

covers the temporal domain from 1997-2010.  The data covers civil conflicts across 50 countries.  

Because the dataset has complete coverage of African civil conflicts during this time period and Africa 

historically has a combination of high density of civil conflicts and systematic under-mediation compared 

to other regions, I focus the analysis exclusively on African conflicts.  Doing so has the advantage of 

controlling for the level of third party interest in the conflicts and the historical experience of colonialism 

across the continent.  Together with the MILC dataset, after excluding observations with missing data, 

this creates a usable database of 573 conflict-months that covers 29 low-intensity conflicts distributed 

across 17 African states from 1997-2004.  These conflicts are listed in Table 1. 

(Table 1 about here) 

To measure the influence that low-intensity conflict battles exert on the occurrence of mediation, 

I create several variables drawn from data in the ACLED dataset.  To avoid problems of endogeneity, all 

battle variables are lagged one month.  To measure the success of a rebel group against the government in 

battle, I create a variable that describes the cumulative percentage of battles between the rebel group and 

government to date in which the rebels have been victorious.  Rebel victory is defined conservatively; a 

rebel group is only declared victorious if it gains control over a location following a battle with the 

government.  To evaluate the ability of a rebel group to maintain pressure on the government, I create a 

variable that describes battle density, the elapsed time in months between the current month and the last 

month in which a battle between the government and rebel group last occurred.   
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To measure the influence of battle locations on the occurrence of mediation, I generate two 

variables that reflect the proximity of battles between a government and a rebel group to a state’s major 

cities.  Because of the importance of the capital, one variable describes the average distance between 

conflict battles and the capital city of the state.  I use geocoded data from ACLED to identify the latitude 

and longitude location of a conflict’s battles.  I then identify the latitude and longitude location of the 

country’s capital using information from the GeoNames database.  Using this information, I calculate the 

geodetic distance in kilometers between the two points.  The measure of battle proximity to the capital is 

then calculated by dividing 1 by the natural logarithm of the geodetic distance between the two points 

followed by calculating the average value to date for use in the model.  I follow the same process to create 

a measure of proximity to the non-capital major cities of a state.  Constructing the distance measure this 

way makes closer distance have larger values, farther distances smaller ones.  A major city is defined as 

one of the five most populous non-national capital cities of a state.  In creating this proximity measure, I 

use the distance value to the closest city.  As with the battle distance variable for the capital city, I create a 

cumulative distance average to non-capital cities to date. 

To measure the general threat faced by both rebels and the government, I create two variables, 

one for the government and one for the rebels, describing the number of low-intensity battles each actor 

fought in the previous month with an actor outside of the low-intensity conflict dyad.  As with the other 

battle variables, I use data from ACLED to create these measures.  To measure the overall costs of all 

conflict experienced in the state, both within the low-intensity dyad and outside it, I include a variable 

describing the total number of battle deaths experienced in the state during the current year2.  I use data 

from Lacina and Gleditsch’s (2005) Battle Deaths dataset.  In order to account for the skewness inherent 

to the data, I add one to the number of battle deaths and take the natural logarithm of the value. 

In order to measure the impact that the characteristics of the warring sides have upon the 

occurrence of mediation, I include several additional variables in the model that describe these features.  I 

                                                            
2 Ideally, it would be possible to include in the model a variable that describes the number of battle deaths in each 
year of a specific government-rebel dyad in order to evaluate the degree to which the costs from a specific low-
intensity conflict condition the occurrence of mediation. Unfortunately, data availability makes this unfeasible. 
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use data from Cunningham, Gleditsch, & Salehyan (2009) to create variables describing the relative 

power of the rebel group and the government.  I include a dichotomous variable coded as a “1” for rebel 

groups that are at least as stronger as government forces and “0” otherwise.  I also create dichotomous 

variables using data from Cunningham, Gleditsch, & Salehyan that describes whether or not the rebel 

group receives external military assistance during the conflict.  Finally, drawing upon their data, I code a 

dichotomous variable describing whether or not the rebel group is based upon ethnic identity. 

I also include two common control variables used in studies of civil war mediation and 

settlement.  Using data from the Polity IV data set (Marshall, Gurr, & Jaggers, 2010), I include a variable 

describing the polity score of the state in which the low-intensity conflict takes place. I also use data from 

Gleditsch’s (2002) Expanded Trade and GDP Data (v5.0 beta) to create a variable calculating the natural 

logarithm of per capita GDP for each country in the data set.  Descriptive statistics for each independent 

variable are listed in Table 2. 

(Table 2 about here) 

 

Results  
 

 The ability of a rebel group to impose costs upon a government and demonstrate its ability to 

continue to do so strongly influences the prospects that mediation will take place between the two sides in 

a low intensity conflict. At the same time, factors that can be known at the outset of a conflict between a 

rebel group and a government, such as the type of conflict, the existence of external support, and the 

prosperity of the country, also condition the prospects that mediation will take place between the two 

sides. These results are summarized in Table 3.  

(Table 3 about here) 

Ethnic conflicts are thirty times more likely to experience mediation than other types of low-

intensity conflicts. The economic prosperity of a state facing a low-intensity conflict significantly 

dampens the likelihood that mediation will take place. More prosperous states are better able to buy off 
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political challenges or channel resources to put down a low-intensity rebel challenge before it grows, 

reducing their incentives for mediation. By contrast, external military support to a rebel group strongly 

increases the chance of mediation, raising the risk of initial mediation by a factor of more than 45. These 

results suggest that factors that underscore to governments the potential for a sustained challenge from a 

rebel group, such as a conflict over ethnic issues or a group receiving third-party support, encourage 

mediation while those that suggest higher leverage by a government against a challenge, such as 

economic prosperity, undermine the likelihood that mediation will take place.  

 The model results also point to the important role that information gained from battles and the 

costs imposed by fighting play in shaping the amenability of rebels and governments to engage in 

mediation. While external support to a rebel group strongly conditions the occurrence of mediation, the 

ability of rebel groups to employ their resources on the battlefield also significantly influences the 

likelihood of mediation. As the success rate of a rebel group in battle against government forces grows, 

the likelihood of mediation also increases. Figure 1 describes the impact of rebel battle success on the 

occurrence of mediation. Increasing the success rate of a rebel group in battle from 25% to 50% nearly 

triples the likelihood that mediation will take place. A low intensity conflict against a government in 

which the rebel group wins 75% of its battles with the government is nearly 20 times more likely to see 

mediation between the two sides than a conflict with no rebel victories. In this sense, the more rebels in a 

low intensity conflict succeed on the battlefield, the more pressure they place on the government to accept 

mediation, despite the political costs mediation with rebels brings for the government. 

(Figure 1 about here) 

Although rebel success provides an important motivating force for mediation, rebels do not 

necessarily need to win their battles with government forces to push a conflict toward mediation. To the 

degree to which rebels are able to demonstrate that they are able to mount a consistent military challenge 

to the government, even if the rebels are defeated on the battlefield, mediation becomes more likely to 

take place during low intensity conflicts. For example, the model shows strong evidence of duration 

dependence, consistent with my expectation that low-intensity conflicts become more likely to experience 
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mediation the longer that they are ongoing. While this is important, this measure overlooks the fact that 

there is an important difference between a long-running conflict in which battles between government and 

rebel forces are sporadic over time and a conflict in which there is regular fighting between the two sides. 

Frequent rebel attacks over a sustained period of time demonstrate both greater rebel capacity and resolve 

and should provide greater motivation for a government to sit down at the bargaining table.  

The results with respect to the link between battle density and the likelihood of mediation are 

consistent with this argument. A first mediation effort is nearly 16 times more likely to take place when a 

battle occurred between a rebel group and government during the prior month than when the last battle 

took place 12 months ago, regardless of the outcome of the battle. Smaller changes in the battle density of 

a low intensity conflict also increase the likelihood that the government and rebels will enter into talks 

with one another. Reducing the time since the last battle between the two sides from six to three months 

increases the likelihood that the two sides will sit down at the bargaining table by 72%, independent of 

the outcome of the battle. In this respect, by demonstrating a repeated capacity to engage government 

forces in battle, rebel groups in low intensity conflicts can push governments toward accepting efforts to 

mediate the conflict. Interestingly, and contrary to expectations, the battlefield pressure that both 

governments and rebels face from other threats do not significantly influence the likelihood of mediation. 

Instead, it is fighting within a government-rebel dyad that matters for the occurrence of mediation, not 

fighting outside of the dyad. 

 Not only does the ability of a rebel group to maintain a steady challenge to a government raise the 

risk of mediation, but the level of conflict costs experienced by a government during the previous year 

also increases the chances that mediation will occur. For example, increasing the number of battle deaths 

of a country last year from 211 (25th percentile in the dataset) to 1010 dead (75th percentile) nearly 

doubles the likelihood that mediation will take place between a government and rebel group in an ongoing 

low-intensity conflict. In this respect, this suggests that the more pressure a government feels on the 

battlefield across all of the civil conflicts in which it is engaged, the more willing the government 

becomes to participate in mediation.                                                                                                                                          
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 Just as important to the onset of mediation as a rebel group’s ability to maintain pressure on a 

government on the battlefield, is where rebel groups are able to apply this pressure. Figure 2 describes the 

effect of battle location on the chances of mediation. In some respects, the closer to the major cities of a 

country that battles between a rebel group and a government occur on average, the more likely mediation 

is to take place. Reducing the average distance between the locations of a low-intensity conflict’s battles 

and the country’s nearest major, non-capitol city from 150 miles to 10 miles boosts the likelihood that 

mediation will take place by 45%. In this sense, the more governments face rebel violence close to key 

population centers and experience the accompanying political, economic, and social disruptions from 

these battles, the more attractive mediation becomes. For rebels, their ability to impose these costs on a 

government by fighting near major cities should heighten their estimates of their bargaining strength, 

making mediation even more attractive. 

(Figure 2 about here) 

This finding comes with a caveat: while mediation becomes more likely as battles occur closer to 

major cities, mediation becomes less likely as fighting grows nearer to the capitol. Mediation is 47% less 

likely to occur when the average distance between a conflict’s battles and the capitol city shrink from 150 

to 10 kilometers. The chances for mediation between a government and rebel group drop even more 

dramatically once the bulk of fighting takes within the capitol, with the likelihood of mediation falling by 

98% as the average battle moves from 150 kilometers outside the capitol to within the capitol.  

Looking at the opposite effects that the proximity of battles to major cities and capitols have upon 

the chances for mediation highlights the differences in information that these battle locations yield to the 

warring parties. As the fighting of a low-intensity conflict draws closer to a state’s major, non-capitol 

cities, governments become more likely to see their rebel opponents as genuine challenges that are 

capable of imposing significant costs and must be reckoned with. As such, while governments may be 

loath to confer legitimacy to rebel groups by participating in mediation with them, when rebels are able to 

sustain a threat to a government near major cities governments may see fewer downsides to accepting 

mediation.  
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As battles draw closer to the capitol, however, the calculations of the two sides change 

significantly.  For the rebels, their ability to impose costs rises as battles move closer to the capitol. In 

turn, not only are rebel expectations of achieving more favorable terms in any potential mediated 

agreement increased the more fighting occurs near the capitol, but also their estimates of their capacity to 

defeat the government outright and impose their own settlement terms. This rebel calculation is likely to 

impact the willingness of the government to accept mediation as well. As rebel forces are increasingly 

able to engage government forces near the capitol, the nexus of government power, the government may 

conclude that the only terms of settlement that the rebels may accept may impose such draconian terms on 

the government that continuing to fight becomes preferable to a mediated agreement.  In this respect, 

while fighting close to the capitol imposes high costs on a government, it may encourage governments to 

conclude that the bargaining space of potential agreements with the rebels is narrowing and redoubling 

government efforts to defeat the rebels militarily is preferable to mediation. 

 These results provide clear support for the idea that the trend of battle outcomes and battle 

locations plays a key role in influencing the occurrence of mediation in low-intensity conflicts. Yet, it also 

makes sense to expect that more recent events play an especially important part in shaping the willingness 

of rebels and governments to sit down and bargain with one another. In order to evaluate the impact of 

recent battle outcomes and battle locations on mediation, I re-estimate the model above to include 

measures describing the most recent battle. I substitute a dichotomous variable that describes whether or 

not the rebel group won the most recent battle with the government for the variable that describes the 

percentage of all battles won by the rebel group. Similarly, I substitute variables describing the distances 

between the last battle and the nearest non-capitol major city and the capitol for the average distance 

measure to both points used in model 1.  

 The results of model 2 suggest that recent battle outcomes and locations do condition the 

occurrence of mediation between governments and rebel groups in ways similar, but not identical, to the 

effect of the overall trend of their battles. For example, mediation is 45 times more likely to take place 

when rebels win a victory in their most recent battle. In comparison, a rebel victory in the prior month has 
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more than double the effect on the likelihood of mediation than increasing the percentage of rebel 

victories in conflict from 0 to 75. In this respect, while both an overall history of rebel success and recent 

rebel successes encourage movement toward the bargaining table, recent success fosters a stronger pull 

toward mediation. 

 The effect of recent battle proximity to major cities on mediation is more complicated than that of 

recent rebel success. Just as was the case with the average distance measure, the proximity of the most 

recent battle between a rebel group and the government to the capitol city significantly reduces the 

likelihood of mediation. A low-intensity conflict in which the last battle was 10 kilometers from the 

capitol is 43% less likely to be mediated than one in which the last battle was 150 kilometers away. This 

magnitude of change in the likelihood of mediation is nearly identical to that which is predicted by the 

average distance measure in model 1 for an equivalent change in proximity to the capitol. In this respect, 

while a broader trend of fighting near the capitol dampens the prospects for mediation, even recent 

fighting close to the capitol, regardless of where fighting has historically tended to occur, is sufficient to 

lessen the chances of rebels and government sitting down at the bargaining table. 

 Interestingly, while recent battle proximity to the capitol limited the occurrence of mediation, the 

recent proximity of battles to other major cities in a state had no significant impact upon the likelihood of 

mediation. This finding is in marked contrast to the finding in model 1 that a reduction in the average 

distance to the nearest non-capitol major city of all battles in a low-intensity conflict increases the chances 

for mediation. In this respect, one-off attacks near the capitol seem sufficient to make governments and 

rebels unwilling to engage in mediation. One-off attacks near other major cities, however, carry no such 

impact upon mediation. Instead, it is the broader, historical trend in the proximity of battles to major, non-

capitol cities across the duration of a low-intensity conflict that encourages mediation. This suggests that 

isolated rebel attacks near non-capitol cities neither demonstrate enough rebel capabilities nor impose 

enough costs upon a government to push them toward mediation. Only when rebels can maintain a 

sustained focus of their attacks on a country’s key cities and impose continuing economic and political 

costs upon the government do these costs encourage the acceptance of mediation. 
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Discussion 
  

This paper is a first cut at examining how the combined effect of the evolution of battles between 

rebels and governments in low-intensity conflicts and the characteristics of those fighting them influence 

the occurrence of mediation.  The results here show clear evidence that, while factors that describe the 

warring parties that can be known before a conflict influence the occurrence of mediation, what happens 

during a conflict is just as, if not more, important in shaping when third party conflict management 

occurs.  These findings offer some insights into how third parties might facilitate the willingness of both 

sides to join mediation.  In general, actions that tip the scales of battle in the direction of the rebels tend to 

encourage mediation in low-intensity conflicts.  In this respect, ironically, providing military support to a 

rebel group or other support that allows the rebels to move away from the periphery and mount a more 

significant and direct challenge to the government appears likely to encourage mediation.  That said, there 

is also basis for caution here.  Swinging the balance of power between rebels and the government too 

strongly such that rebels become able to threaten the capital will tend to undermine chances for 

mediation.  Key here, however, is that much of what determines which low-intensity conflicts are 

mediated and which are not is not solely a function of static forces.  Events that evolve in the battlefield 

over the course of a conflict are an important influence on when mediation occurs. 

The results here suggest some avenues for future research. While I focused upon the ways in 

which the proximity of battles to key cities shapes the willingness of rebels and governments to engage in 

mediation, fighting near other important locations are also likely to influence parties’ propensity to move 

toward talks. For example, rebel groups can also threaten governments by challenging their control over 

locations such as ports, areas with valuable natural resources, and key transportation hubs. Understanding 

both how rebels choose the locations where they engage government forces and, in turn, how these 

choices impact the prospects for conflict management would be a fruitful avenue for future research. 

 This paper also raises some important unanswered questions.  Although we see here when 

mediation first happens in low-intensity conflicts, the results here tell us nothing about the effect that 
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mediation has these conflicts.  While parties may pursue mediation as a means to facilitate an agreement, 

belligerents may choose mediation for other reasons.  Warring parties might instead accept mediation 

with an eye toward “devious objectives”, pursuing mediation with a goal of gaining breathing space for 

future fighting or improving one’s international reputation but without a desire to settle the conflict 

(Richmond 1998).  Better understanding the long-term impact of mediation in low-intensity conflicts will 

give us insight into the degree to which mediation serves to reduce violence and prevent low-intensity 

conflicts from transitioning to full civil war or results in little appreciable conflict management. 

 The development of battle-level data such as that provided by ACLED is an important step in 

understanding how civil conflicts develop as well as when and how they can best be managed. 

Incorporating battle-level data into conflict management research provides a vehicle by which the 

literature can move away from static explanations for conflict management activity and increasingly 

incorporate dynamic forces such as the strategic choices of warring parties, the outcomes of military 

engagements, and the movement of fighting across geography and time. As these data sources are further 

developed, it will become possible to examine these questions more broadly and with greater depth.  

Ideally, future work will examine a broader range of conflicts, allowing scholars to better understand how 

battles in civil conflicts shape the offer, acceptance, and performance of third party diplomatic efforts. 
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Table 1: Low-Intensity Conflicts 

 
 
 

Country Rebel Group 

Algeria GSPC 
Angola FLEC: Front for the Liberation of the Enclave of Cabinda 
Burundi CNDD-FDD: National Council for the Defense of Democracy 
Burundi FNL: National Forces for the Liberation of the Hutu People 
Central African Rep Mutiny of Military Forces of Central African Republic 
Chad FARF 
Chad MDJT: Movement for Democracy and Justice in Chad 
Dem Rep Congo MLC 
Dem Rep Congo RCD-ML 
Egypt al-Gama'a al-Islamiyya 
Ethiopia Al-Ittihad Al-Islam (Islamic Unity) 
Ethiopia OLF: Oromo Liberation Front 
Ethiopia ONLF: Ogaden National Liberation Front 
Ivory Coast MJP: Movement for Justice and Peace 
Ivory Coast MPCI: Patriotic Movement of the Ivory Coast 
Ivory Coast MPIGO: Ivory Coast Popular Movement of the Great West 
Liberia LURD: Liberians for Reconciliation and Democracy 
Niger FDR: Democratic Front for Renewal  (Niger) 
Niger Union of Armed Resistance Forces (Niger) 
Nigeria Al-Sunna wal Jamma Militia (Nigeria) 
Rwanda PALIR 
Senegal Movement of Democratic Forces in the Casamance 
Sierra Leone AFRC: Armed Forces Revolutionary Council 
Sierra Leone Kamajor Militia (Sierra Leone) 
Sierra Leone RUF: Revolutionary United Front of Sierra Leone 
Sudan JEM: Justice and Equality Movement 
Sudan SLM/A: Sudan Liberation Movement/Army 
Uganda ADF: Allied Democratic Forces 
Uganda UNRFII: Uganda National Rescue Front II 
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Table 2: Descriptive Statistics 
 

Variable Mean Std. 
Dev. Min Max 

Other government battles (t-1) 4.459 7.468 0.000 56.000
Dead 5.931 1.703 0.000 10.498
Other rebel battles (t-1) 0.461 2.648 0.000 40.000
Rebel victories (t-1) 4.564 15.947 0.000 100.000
Battle density 0.942 0.443 0.297 1.443
Average battle distance (major city) 0.226 0.155 0.128 1.000
Average battle distance (major city) 0.209 0.168 0.119 1.000
Ethnic conflict 0.058 0.233 0.000 1.000
Rebel strength 0.084 0.277 0.000 1.000
External rebel military support 0.216 0.412 0.000 1.000
Polity>=1 0.372 0.484 0.000 1.000
Per capita GDP 7.043 0.723 5.988 8.792
Rebels won a battle in last month with battles (t-1) 0.056 0.230 0.000 1.000
Most recent battle distance (major city) 0.254 0.230 0.127 1.000
Most recent battle distance (capital city) 0.203 0.180 0.119 1.000
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Table 3: Weibull Hazard Model of Mediation Onset (Hazard Ratios Reported) 
 (1) (2) 
   
   
Other government battles (t-1) 1.030 1.031 
 (0.0363) (0.0386) 
Dead 1.531** 1.590* 
 (0.396) (0.482) 
Other rebel battles (t-1) 1.186 1.009 
 (0.162) (0.196) 
Rebel victories (t-1) 1.040**  
 (0.0163)  
Battle density 13.76*** 9.727** 
 (13.57) (9.415) 
Average battle distance (major city) 18.28**  
 (29.17)  
Average battle distance (major city) 0.00702**  
 (0.0162)  
Ethnic conflict 30.48*** 36.01*** 
 (32.42) (38.51) 
Rebel strength 3.424 2.172 
 (3.616) (1.983) 
External rebel military support 45.25*** 40.72*** 
 (60.49) (54.93) 
Polity>=1 0.133 0.147 
 (0.176) (0.191) 
Per capita GDP 0.274* 0.440 
 (0.201) (0.267) 
Rebels won a battle in last month with battles (t-1)  45.35*** 
  (47.98) 
Most recent battle distance (major city)  2.794 
  (3.852) 
Most recent battle distance (capital city)  0.0121** 
  (0.0242) 
Cases 29 29 
Failures 13 13 
ρ 2.274** 2.179*** 
Observations 573 573 

Standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Figure 1: Predicted Impact of Rebel Battle Success Level on Hazard of Mediation 
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Figure 2: Predicted Impact of Battle Locations on Hazard of Mediation 
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